Originals represents the ‘relaxed luxury’ direction and positioning of the LOTUS ORIGINALS brand. Strong and bold in its clear primary, bright colour palette, inspired by the colour range of our cars, influenced by classic styling, but with freshness and modernity appealing to our worldwide consumer.

Fabric Use

Fabrics for this range are basic, relaxed and sporty, casual and not overly structured. 
- Woven items are cotton/nylon or polyester. 
- Cotton gabardine double ply for trousers. 
- Jersey, French terry and piqué with a soft and clean tactile feel. 
- Yarns for knitwear are cashmere for luxury items, merino wool and cotton. 

In terms of washing we do not use strong or stone washing techniques. To give a soft and pleasant touch our garments have been gently treated.

Lotus Roundel, Logo and Branding

The Lotus roundel logo and wordmark used throughout the Originals collection are appliquéd, as a badge, flocked or embroidered in a classic way tone on tone. Font use is kept clean and reflects our historic DNA.
1. MERINO SWEATER
Available in grey melange, royal blue
Style Code: LBM07
Designed by Lotus and made in Italy, this fine merino wool men’s sweater is soft to the touch and great to wear. Details include a contrast ribbed V-neckline and cuffs and a discreet Lotus roundel, making it a true classic, ideal for teaming with polo shirts, formal shirts and T-shirts.

2. CASUAL SHIRT
Available in white, sky blue
Style Code: LBM09
Men’s classic Oxford cotton, button down, long sleeve, casual shirt. A discreet Lotus roundel logo embroidered tone on tone on the chest pocket. Branded Lotus buttons and distinctive contrast colour stitch on the last button hole distinguish this original signature shirt.

3. CASHMERE SWEATER
Available in dark green, dark blue
Style Code: LBM06
Lotus has styled the finest soft Italian cashmere into a luxurious, lightweight men’s sweater. With a discreet Lotus roundel embroidered on the chest, this totally versatile sweater is an absolute ‘must have’ from the Lotus collection and will complement polo shirts, formal shirts and T-shirts. Alternatively, just wear it solo for great style.

4. FORMAL SHIRT
Available in white
Style Code: LBM10A
Classic Men’s formal shirt, long sleeves in fine poplin cotton. Discreet Lotus roundel logo embroidered tone on tone on the front placket, personalised Lotus buttons and distinctive contrast stitch on the last button hole. An elegant and stylish classic shirt.
CLASSIC SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT
Available in white
Style Code: LBM11

CLASSIC FINE STRIPE SHIRT
Available in white
Style Code: LBM10
Men’s casual forward point collar shirt, in subtle stripe poplin cotton. Discreet Lotus roundel logo embroidered tone on tone on the chest. Personalised Lotus buttons and distinctive contrast stitch on the last button hole, elegantly styled for comfort and versatility.

FULL ZIP SWEATSHIRT
Available in grey melange, dark blue
Style Code: LBM04
Men’s versatile, sporty, casual sweatshirt that can be worn alone or layered. This funnel neck, full zip sweatshirt, with contrasting inside collar, distinctive braid insert around the neckline and deep side pockets features the Lotus logo embroidered tone on tone on the chest.
STRIPE POLO SHIRT
Available in white
Style Code: LBM15
Men’s Lotus primary colour striped, regular fit, cotton polo shirt, with white placket, ribbed collar and cuffs. With a discreet Lotus roundel embroidered tone on tone on the chest, this is an attractive Spring, Summer addition to the Lotus polo collection.

CLASSIC T-SHIRT
Available in dark blue, grey melange, field green, red
Style Code: LBM22
Men’s short sleeve, regular fit, crew neck T-shirt in soft cotton. Discreet Lotus roundel embroidered tone on tone on the chest. Striped inner neck tape adds to the finish and versatility of this classic Lotus T-shirt, which is available in a wide variety of colours.

ROUNDEL T-SHIRT
Available in yellow, field green, dark blue, red
Style Code: LBM23
Men’s short sleeve, classic, crew neck T-shirt in soft cotton, with an oversized Lotus roundel embroidered tone on tone on the chest. Distinctive striped neck tape, available in a range of colours.

CLASSIC POLO SHIRT
Available in grey melange, red, dark blue, field green, yellow
Style Code: LBM13
Men’s classic, regular fit, short sleeve cotton piqué polo shirt, with ribbed collar and cuffs. Two button stitched placket and discreet, self assured Lotus roundel logo embroidered tone on tone on the chest. Finished with a striped neck tape and in a classic colour range, ensuring this is the perfect compliment to Lotus apparel wear.

PIQUÉ POLO SHIRT
Available in white, dark blue
Style Code: LBM14
Men’s classic, regular fit, piqué cotton polo shirt, with contrast two button placket, ribbed collar and cuffs. Discreet Lotus roundel embroidered tone on tone on the chest. An attractive addition to the Lotus polo collection, perfect to wear on its own or layered up.
BOLD T-SHIRT LONG SLEEVE
Available in dark blue, royal blue, grey melange
Style Code: LBM24
Men’s long sleeve, classic, regular fit, crew neck T-shirt in soft cotton, with bold Lotus wording print tone on tone in velour across the chest. A smaller embroidered Lotus logo on the right sleeve and a striped neck tape finish this attractive ‘must have’ casual Lotus T-shirt.

POLO SHIRT LONG SLEEVE
Available in white, royal blue, grey melange, dark blue
Style Code: LBM16
Men’s classic, long sleeve, regular fit, piqué cotton polo shirt, with two button placket, ribbed collar and cuffs. Discreet Lotus roundel embroidered tone on tone on the chest. A colourful addition to the Lotus polo collection, perfect to wear on its own or layered up.

BOLD PRINT T-SHIRT
Available in royal blue, orange, red, yellow, white, dark blue, grey melange, field green
Style Code: LBM21
Men’s short sleeve, regular fit, crew neck T-shirt in soft cotton, with bold, rubber Lotus logo in contrast colour across the chest and a distinctive striped neck tape. Available in varied colour options, this is the perfect item for the Lotus enthusiast.
DENIM FIVE POCKET JEANS
Available in blue denim
Style Code: LBM39

Men’s straight cut denim jeans with five pockets and zip fly with the Lotus roundel embroidered in contrast colour on side pocket. Dark blue and lightly washed, these jeans look great dressed up or down.

COTTON TROUSERS
Available in dark grey, beige, dark blue
Style Code: LBM37

Classic features on these men’s gabardine cotton chino trousers include slant front pockets and two back pockets with buttons. A zip fly, one button tab front fastening and v-notch detail at the back waistband combine to create casual style the Lotus Originals’ way.
MENS

FIELD JACKET
Available in dark blue
Style Code: LBM41

CAR COAT
Available in dark blue, beige
Style Code: LBM03
Men’s car coat in Italian poly cotton fabric with an inner lining. Features two slant pockets and two inner wallet pockets edged with alternate green and yellow bands. Perfect for both formal and casual wear, a Lotus roundel embroidered tone on tone on the chest finishes this coat.

SHORT BLOUSON
Available in dark blue, beige
Style Code: LBM40
Men’s stylish short high quality Italian poly cotton fabric. Full concealed zip, with stand collar and contrast piping and a Lotus logo embroidered tone on tone on the back collar and chest.
RACING POLO SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: GWM02
Men’s classic, regular fit, black cotton polo shirt, with contrast red two button placket. The Lotus roundel is embroidered in a gold colour on the chest and bold LOTUS letters also in gold feature on the back to echo our historic Black and Gold racers. The Union Jack completes the look appearing on the sleeve.

RACING T-SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: GWM01
Men’s short sleeve, regular fit crew neck black T-shirt in soft cotton, with contrast red collar and gold Lotus logo. This T-shirt echoes our racing heritage in iconic Black and Gold whilst providing modern style, with the Union Jack and Lotus roundel proudly embroidered on the sleeves.

RACING CAP
Available in black
Style Code: LBM33
Black cotton gabardine vented cap with red contrast sandwich visor. The gold Lotus roundel embroidered contrast on the front echoes our proud racing heritage, a truly classic cap for all Lotus racing fans.
**TYPE 72 SWEATSHIRT**
Available in dark blue, royal blue
Style Code: LBM50

Full zip sweatshirt with bold embroidered patch ‘Type 72’ written across the back and additional patches on the front featuring the iconic F1 car and classic Lotus roundel. Structured and lined in fine loop 100% cotton, with a concealed hood zipped away in the stand collar. Lots of contrasting details around the cuffs and additional colour ensure this casual sweat is right on trend.

**COTTON BERMUDAS**
Available in beige, dark blue
Style Code: LBM38

Classic features on these cotton bermuda shorts including slant front pockets and two back pockets with buttons. A zip fly, one button tab front fastening and v-notch detail at the back waistband combine to create casual style the Lotus Originals’ way.

**ORIGINALS BASEBALL CAP**
Available in dark green, dark blue, white
Style Code: LBM30

Cotton gabardine vented cap embroidered with the Lotus roundel embroidered tone on tone and a Lotus branded adjustable back buckle. Available in a varied colour range this is the classic choice for the true Lotus enthusiast.

**CLASSIC ROUNDDEL CAP**
Available in dark green
Style Code: LBM32

Green cotton gabardine vented cap with yellow contrast sandwich visor. The Lotus roundel embroidered on the front echoes our proud racing heritage, a truly classic cap for all Lotus racing fans.

**ORIGINALS TRUCKER CAP**
Available in dark green, dark blue
Style Code: LBM31

Cotton gabardine trucker cap, with poly mesh side panels and the Lotus roundel embroidered in contrast and an adjustable velcro back strap. Available in a varied colour range this is the classic choice for the true Lotus enthusiast.
'LOTUS' FULL ZIP SWEATSHIRT
Available in white, navy blue
Style Code: LBM66
High neck smart but casual sweatshirt with warm brushed cotton fleece lining. Full zip fastening at front with stylish personalised Lotus zip. For extra comfort and fitting, gathered fabric at neckline, waist and sleeves, in vibrant two tone colours. Chain stitch embroidered 'LOTUS' lettering across chest and Lotus roundel logo on sleeve. Material 100% cotton. Child’s items also in this design.

'LOTUS' FULL ZIP HOODED SWEATSHIRT
Available in red
Style Code: LBM67
Smart but casual sweatshirt with hood and neck cord detail. Contrast stitching and details at seams, pockets and inside band of hood. Full zip front fastening with personalised Lotus zip. Embroidered Lotus roundel patch at chest and chain stitched 'LOTUS' letters on reverse. Pocket incorporated at front and gathered fabric at waist and sleeves for extra comfort and fitting. Material 100% cotton.

LOTUS ‘NO 1’ POLO SHIRT
Available in navy blue, red
Style Code: LBM69
Short sleeve polo with contrast colours at neck placket. An embroidered ‘#1’ patch on chest and Lotus roundel logo on sleeve. Material 100% cotton.
**ORIGINALS**

**MENS**

**LOTUS FLOURESCENT POLO SHIRT**
Available in nautical blue, white  
Style Code: LBM70  
Short sleeve polo with twin contrast colours on collar and sleeve edges. An embroidered Lotus roundel patch on chest in matching contrast colour. Material 100% cotton. A polo for every day wear to the Originals collection.

**‘LOTUS’ T-SHIRT**  
Available in red, navy blue  
Style Code: LBM71  
LADIES FITTED SWEATSHIRT
Available in red, dark blue
Style Code: LBW04
Ladies’ fitted full zip sweatshirt. Side pockets and cuffs in ribbed trim and contrast yellow neck tape to the inside neckline add to the styling of this classic sweatshirt.

LADIES POLO SHIRT
Available in sky blue, red, dark blue
Style Code: LBW06
Ladies’ fitted cotton piqué polo shirt, with ribbed collar and cuffs. Four button stitched placket and discreet, self-assured Lotus roundel logo embroidered on the chest tone on tone. Finished with a striped neck tape and available in a classic colour range, ensuring this is the perfect complement to Lotus apparel wear.

BOLD PRINT LADIES T-SHIRT*
Available in grey melange, white, orange, field green, dark blue
Style Code: LBW08
Ladies’ fitted short sleeve scoop neck T-shirt in soft cotton, with bold Lotus wording tone on tone in velour print across the chest. Also features a smaller Lotus roundel logo embroidered on the right sleeve and a striped neck tape finish. An attractive casual ‘must have’ Lotus T-shirt, available in a range of great colours.

STRIPED POLO SHORT SLEEVE
Available in dark blue/sky blue
Style Code: LBW05
Ladies’ fitted cotton piqué polo shirt, with ribbed collar and cuffs. Four button stitched placket and Lotus roundel logo embroidered on the chest. Finished with a contrast neck tape and two pattern stripe, this is the perfect complement to Lotus apparel wear.
FIELD JACKET
Available in dark blue
Style Code: LBW12

HOODED SWEATSHIRT
Available in sky blue, red, grey melange, white
Style Code: LBW03
Ladies’ fitted full zip sweatshirt with cord pull hood. Side pockets and cuffs in ribbed trim and an additional striped neck tape to the inside neckline add to the styling of this classic sweatshirt: this is a true Lotus Original.

ZIP SCOOP SWEATSHIRT
Available in royal blue, white
Style Code: LBW50
Zip scooped front sweatshirt in 100% soft cotton, femininely cut to accentuate the perfect on trend styling. Featuring the World Championship ‘Type ’72’ embroidered badge on the back and an iconic ‘1970’ patch on the chest as well as the Lotus roundel to finish the look.

LADIES COTTON TROUSERS
Available in beige, dark blue
Style Code: LBW11
Ladies’ stretch gabardine cotton trousers, featuring slant front pockets and two back pockets with buttons. Zip fly, one button tab front fastening, creating casual style the Lotus Originals’ way.
‘LOTUS’ HOODED SWEATSHIRT  
Available in rose, white  
Style Code: LBW56

Hooded smart but casual sweatshirt with contrast neck cord. Full zip fastening with stylish personalised Lotus zip at front and pockets. For extra comfort and fitting, elasticated rib fabric at waist and sleeves in vibrant contrasting two tone colours. Chain stitch embroidered ‘LOTUS’ lettering across chest and Lotus roundel logo on sleeve. Material 95% cotton and 5% Elastane. A very pretty and useful item to the Lotus Originals collection.

LADIES ‘NO 1’ POLO SHIRT  
Available in rose, white  
Style Code: LBW57

Very pretty fitted short sleeve polo shirt with contrast seam detail at buttoned neck placket, also repeated around sleeves. Embroidered ’#1’ motif on the front chest and Lotus roundel on the sleeve. A shaped hemline compliments this delicate polo shirt. Material 100% cotton.

STUD BEAD ‘NO 1’ T-SHIRT  
Available in rose  
Style Code: LBW58

Stylish loose fit, wide V-neck T-shirt with pretty white stud application beaded ’#1’ logo across front neck line. Embroidered Lotus roundel patch on reverse above shaped hemline. A lovely delicate top for any modern lady. Material 100% cotton.
CHILDREN'S

CHILD TYPE 72 SWEATSHIRT
Available in white, royal blue
Style Code: LBB01

Childs full zip sweatshirt with bold embroidered patch and 'Type 72' written across the back and additional patches on the front featuring the iconic F1 car and classic Lotus roundel. Softly lined in fine loop 100% cotton, with a versatile, stylish hood. Lots of contrasting details around the cuffs and additional bright colours ensure this casual sweat is right on trend for the young Lotus enthusiast.
CHILDREN'S FULL ZIP 'LOTUS' SWEATSHIRT
Available in navy blue, white
Style Code: LBB11
High neck smart but casual sweatshirt with warm brushed cotton fleece lining. Full zip fastening at front with stylish personalised Lotus zip. For extra comfort and fitting, gathered fabric at neckline, waist and sleeves in vibrant two tone colours. Chain stitch embroidered 'LOTUS' lettering across the chest and Lotus roundel logo on the sleeve. Material 100% cotton. A super useful item to the collection for all weathers! This item is also available in Men's Originals Collection.

CHILDREN'S 'NO 1' T-SHIRT
Available in nautical blue, white, navy blue
Style Code: LBB14
Short sleeve T-shirt with large contrast screen print '#1' logo on the front. A co-ordinated embroidered Lotus roundel patch on sleeve. Material 100% cotton. A comfortable addition to the Originals collection.
HERITAGE RANGE
The Heritage range presents you with a classic, modern and unmistakably British style. Gathering inspiration from our heroic roots which have stamped their mark in history and transforming it into a contemporary NEW collection. A retro feel that recalls historic wins for Lotus in the 60’s/70’s, cool, stylish drivers such as Jim Clark, Graham Hill, Mario Andretti and the companies founder Colin Chapman.

FABRIC USE
Fabrics for this range are natural, warm and relate to materials used in the past, inspired by our racing heritage. Woven items are structured cotton or cotton/nylon, with a taste of retro in terms of look and first impact. For chinos and cargo pants we use cotton canvas with a soft touch tactile feel.

- Jersey, fleece, piqué, jersey open end all washed.
- Yarns are natural: cotton, wool or mixed composition.
- Fine Italian leather for our iconic jackets.
- Finishings are old or matt, gun metal, bronze or copper according to the colour palette and style of the garment.
- All products have been washed or garment dyed to have a soft touch and a vintage look.

LOTUS ROUNDEL, LOGO AND BRANDING
The Lotus roundel logo is not apparent in this range as it defers to the embroidered, appliqué badges with graphic images of cars and fonts from our heritage mixed together on garments.

COLOUR PALETTE
Refined, Natural and Smooth.
RACING LEATHER JACKET
Available in brown, dark green
Style Code: LHM01

The icon evolves, with the introduction of our NEW LIMITED EDITION, retro leather jacket and also now available in stylish racing green and limited to only 48 pieces to commemorate the year Lotus was founded-1948. The perfect compliment to our popular chestnut brown jacket which has a subtle use of iconic appliqué badges on the front and sleeve and additional double arm stripes to highlight the soft worn leather feel and look. Styled into a classic fit with a zip fastening and finished with a self collar and cuffs and stud fastenings. A timeless, iconic Heritage piece, only from Lotus Originals.

BLAZER JACKET
Available in dark blue, grey melange
Style Code: LHM02

Inspired by the classic British college style, this blazer jacket is made with cotton sweatshirt fabric and has a front lining. It includes an embroidered Lotus crest emblem. Featuring real horn Lotus buttons, this is a timeless British piece.

QUILTED JACKET
Available in dark blue
Style Code: LHM03

Men’s funnel neck, warm quilted jacket, edged in contrast suede and with a fleece lined body. Generous patch pockets at the hip and the assured Lotus roundel on the sleeve and chest pocket add to the versatility of this town or country jacket. This is a classic style which benefits from the Lotus design treatment.
1. CASHMERE COTTON CREW NECK
Available in grey melange, dark green
Style Code: LHM07
Lotus design combines cashmere cotton with great styling in this men’s horizontal knitted stripe crew neck sweater. Features a ribbed neckline and cuffs, with a contrast white band around the left arm inspired by vintage racing suits. With a signature Lotus roundel discreetly appearing on the chest, this is the perfect complement to any casual occasion.

2. CASHMERE COTTON CARDIGAN
Available in dark blue, grey melange
Style Code: LHM06
Lotus design combines cashmere-cotton with great styling in this men’s cardigan in horizontal knit stripes with a ribbed v-neckline. A contrast knitted white arm band inspired by vintage racing suits and real horn button fastening. Signature Lotus roundel appearing discreetly on the chest, this is the perfect complement to wear over our apparel.

3. ‘LOTUS 1948’ T-SHIRT
Available in dark green, red, grey melange, dark blue
Style Code: LHM16
Retro style, regular fit, short sleeve men’s crew neck T-shirt, commemorating 1948, the year Lotus was established. All chest details are embroidered in contrast colour, as is the classic roundel on the sleeve. This true vintage style T-shirt is available in a choice of colours.

4. ‘NO.9’ SWEATSHIRT
Available in dark green
Style Code: LHM04
Men’s full zip sweatshirt jacket with stand collar and stud fastening, ribbed cuffs and embroidered roundel logo on chest. Iconic striped livery and racing numbers in the form of appliqué from the “Type 72” – a truly great racing car. Wear with a Lotus T-shirt or polo shirt to complete the winning look.
Lotus presents you with a challenge – ‘Can you handle the World Status’ – in this men’s regular fit, short sleeve, cotton T-shirt. A mix of printing techniques and embroidery adds a fresh twist to your personal style.

**'WORLD STATUS' T-SHIRT**  
Available in grey melange  
Style Code: LHM34

Men’s polo shirt with colour block on shoulders and sleeves. Feature detail of the champion wreath and ‘Number 1’ embroidered trophy on chest pocket in contrast colour. Provides immediate recognition of the glorious racing days of the 70s, and is therefore a ‘must have’ for both nostalgic and new generation Lotus enthusiasts.

**'NO.5' POLO SHIRT**  
Available in grey melange  
Style Code: LHM12

Men’s stylish cotton piqué polo shirt, inspired by our classic racing livery and car numbers. Subtle use of appliqué panels finished with a stitched ‘No.5’ embroidered detail and Lotus roundel in contrast colour on chest.

**'BLOCK COLOUR POLO SHIRT'**  
Available in chalk/red  
Style Code: LHM11

Men’s polo shirt with colour block on shoulders and sleeves. Feature detail of the champion wreath and ‘Number 1’ embroidered trophy on chest pocket in contrast colour. Provides immediate recognition of the glorious racing days of the 70s, and is therefore a ‘must have’ for both nostalgic and new generation Lotus enthusiasts.

**'RETRO CUFF POLO SHIRT'**  
Available in dark green, dark blue, white  
Style Code: LHM51

Retro striped cuff sleeve polo shirt in 100% soft cotton. Reflecting the Gentleman Driver look perfectly with detail influenced by Colin Chapman’s classic style. Contrast striped collar and arm cuffs and discreet Lotus roundel finish this iconic 1960’s style polo shirt.

**'NO.5' T-SHIRT**  
Available in white, dark green, dark blue  
Style Code: LHM52

Men’s stylish cotton T-shirt, inspired by our classic racing livery and car numbers. Striped appliqué panels across the chest and a stitched ‘No.5’ embroidered detail and Lotus roundel in contrast colour on chest finish this classic T-shirt.
1. SPORTY SHIRT
Available in sky blue
Style Code: LHM08
Men’s shirt with contrast collar and cuffs, with sleeves that can be rolled up and buttoned for a sporty, casual look. Attention to detail continues with personalised Lotus buttons and distinctive contrast stitch on the last buttonhole. Available in two variants of fabric, this shirt combines the best materials with enviable Lotus styling.

2. PATCHED SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT
Available in dark blue/white check
Style Code: LHM09
Men’s short sleeve shirt with patched chest pockets combined with racing number and British flag patches provide a smart casual look. Discreetly personalised Lotus buttons and distinctive contrast stitch on the last buttonhole. This shirt combines the best materials with enviable Lotus styling.

3. CARGO TROUSERS
Available in dark blue, beige
Style Code: LHM21
Casual cargo trousers in structured cotton with front slant pockets, zip fly and flap back pockets. To make this design truly rugged, we have added versatile patch pockets with detail at mid thigh and have finished them with an embroidered Lotus roundel tone on tone on the front.

4. COTTON CARGO BERMUDAS
Available in dark blue, beige
Style Code: LHM23
Casual cargo bermudas with front slant pockets, zip fly and flap back pockets. To make this design truly rugged, we have added versatile patch pockets with detail on the thigh and finished them with an embroidered Lotus roundel tone on tone on the front.
'NO.77' POLO SHIRT
Available in dark green, dark blue, red
Style Code: LHM10
Distinctive retro styling inspired by the golden age of Lotus racing is recreated in this three button men’s pique polo shirt. Contrast colour placket and ‘77 and ‘Type 40’ car outlines on opposite sides of the chest recall the glorious years of our heritage. A regular fit ensures this is an easy to wear style for the true Lotus enthusiast.

'LOTUS' HALF ZIP SWEATSHIRT
Available in dark green, dark blue, chalk
Style Code: LHM05
Men’s college style, half zip sweatshirt with stand collar, ribbed cuffs and hem with contrast stripes. Features Lotus wording on an embroidered badge in contrast colour across the chest, adding to the styling of this iconic vintage look sweatshirt.

POLO SHIRT-LONG SLEEVE
Available in dark blue
Style Code: LHM13
Heavy jersey, men’s long sleeve polo shirt with three button placket. Stitched flap pockets with embroidered Indianapolis car motif and 1970 date on chest. Appliquéd badge on the arm, inspired by the ‘Type 72’, adding to the appeal of this great polo shirt and creating a classic and understated celebration of the Lotus Heritage.

'NO.67' POLO SHIRT
Available in dark blue, dark green
Style Code: LHM14
Striped, long sleeve, piqué men’s polo shirt with contrast horizontal stripes. Three button placket and tape finished neckline add refined detail to this classic fit. The vintage feel continues with an embroidered Lotus crest emblem, a forever authentic Lotus Heritage styled polo shirt.
LOTUS FLAG HOODED SWEATSHIRT
Available in grape, navy blue
Style Code: LHM83

BUTTON UP SWEATSHIRT
Available in navy blue, grey melange
Style Code: LHM84
High neck smart but casual sweatshirt with warm fleece lining and front buttons fastenings. Gathered fabric at neckline, waist and sleeves for extra comfort and fitting. 1948 patch design on chest and Lotus roundel flag patch on sleeve. Two stylishly useful pockets with matching button detail at front. Material 100% cotton. Please refer to children’s pages for child’s items in this design.

UK FLAG HORIZONTAL STRIPE POLO SHIRT
Available in angel/blanc, grey melange/dark green
Style Code: LHM89
Short sleeve polo with two tone bold horizontal stripes and contrasting colour details on neck and vents. An embroidered UK Flag patch on chest and 1948 design logo on sleeve. Quality piqué material in 100% cotton. A versatile addition for your spring and summer wardrobe. Please refer to children’s pages for child’s items in this design.
1948 CREST HORIZONTAL STRIPED POLO SHIRT
Available in grey melange, true navy
Style Code: LHM91
Short sleeve polo with two tone horizontal pin stripes and contrasting colour placket at neck, collar and sleeve trims. An embroidered 1948 crest patch on chest and Lotus roundel logo on sleeve. Material 100% cotton. A lightweight easy to wear addition for your spring and summer wardrobe.

1948 CREST DIAGONAL STRIPE T-SHIRT
Available in angel, grape, navy blue
Style Code: LHM92
Short sleeve T-shirt with contrast diagonal band from shoulder to opposite hem. Embroidered Lotus 1948 crest patch on chest and Lotus roundel as contrast logo on sleeve. Material 100% cotton. A stylish and easy to wear T-shirt for many occasions.

1948 PATCH STRIPE T-SHIRT
Available in grape, navy blue, blanc
Style Code: LHM93

UK FLAG HORIZONTAL STRIPE T-SHIRT
Available in grey melange, true navy
Style Code: LHM94
Short sleeve T-shirt with two tone horizontal band and contrast detail across chest and inside neck line. UK Flag and Lotus roundel embroidered patch on chest. Material 100% cotton. A really useful T-shirt for your collection.
HERITAGE
MENS

VINTAGE LONG SLEEVE POLO SHIRT
Available in black/yellow, white/yellow
Style Code: LMAS09

Long sleeve polo shirt styled to reflect the historic Lotus F1 race days. Attractive contrast linear stitching above a bold yellow band across the chest with matching colour placket flash. Embroidered patches across the chest and sleeves reminiscent of 1963 and the Type 25. Flavours of the current Lotus F1 are also found on the front and back with driver’s race numbers. Material 100% cotton. A great piece for the Lotus F1 enthusiast of past and present.

VINTAGE SHORT SLEEVE POLO SHIRT
Available in yellow/black, black/white
Style Code: LMAS13

Short sleeve polo shirt styled to reflect the historic Lotus F1 race days. Attractive contrast linear stitching above a bold contrast band across the chest with white contrast placket flash. Embroidered patches across the chest and sleeves reminiscent of 1963 and the Type 25. Flavours of the current Lotus F1 are also found on the front and back with driver’s race numbers. Material 100% cotton. A great piece for the Lotus F1 enthusiast of past and present.
**LOTUS RACING LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRT**

Available in black, white
Style Code: LMAS17

Long sleeve T-shirt with gold screen print ‘LOTUS RACING’ logo across the chest. Contrasting linear stitches across shoulders and embroidered patch on both sleeves are reminiscent of Lotus’ historic race victories. Also features a delicate Union Jack patch on the reverse. Material 100% cotton.

**‘7 TIMES GP WINNER’ POLO SHIRT**

Available in white, black
Style Code: LMAS16

Short sleeve polo shirt with contrast flash at neck opening and inside neck trim. Embroidered patches on the front depict Lotus motorsport heritage past and present with 7 GP wins and present day Lotus Racing. Team Lotus F1 race numbers are shown on the sleeves and the renown Lotus roundel on the reverse. Material 100% cotton.
HERITAGE
MENS

'LOTUS 1948' CAP
Available in dark blue, chalk, dark green, red
Style Code: LHM27
Cotton, stretch gabardine, vented cap commemorating 1948, the year Lotus was established. The front details are embroidered in contrast colour. Garment washing and thick stitching add a touch of retro originality and artisan workmanship. This true vintage style is available in a choice of colours.

VINTAGE JC CAP
Available in black, yellow
Style Code: LMAS12
Cotton stretch gabardine vented cap with gold contrast piping around the visor peak. Large embroidered Lotus roundel badge on the front with high quality embroidered logos on both sides. Union Jack on the back above the regulation clasp brushed in gold.

VINTAGE 7 TIMES WINNER CAP
Available in black, yellow
Style Code: LMAS19
Cotton stretch gabardine vented cap with gold contrast piping around the visor peak. The striking embroidered badge on the front celebrates Lotus’ 7 GP wins in 1963 with gold Lotus roundel and ‘1963 - JC’ initials on the side. Lotus Legends Union Jack logo on back above the regulation clasp brushed in gold.

TROPHY CAP
Available in dark green, dark blue, chalk
Style Code: LHM26
Cotton gabardine vented cap with contrast colour insert on the visor. The cap front features an embroidered No.1 winners trophy. The sides of the cap carry the union jack flag and an appliqued ‘72 in recognition of one of Lotus’ 6 constructor wins.

CREST CAP
Available in dark green, red, chalk
Style Code: LHM25
Cotton stretch gabardine vented cap with insert contrast colour visor. The cap front features the embroidered Lotus crest emblem. Garment washing and thick stitching add a touch of retro originality.
HERITAGE

LADIES

SWEATSHIRT BLAZER
Available in dark blue, grey melange
Style Code: LHW02

Inspired by the classic British college style but fitted for a modern woman, this blazer jacket is made with cotton sweatshirt fabric and has a front lining. It also has an embroidered Lotus crest emblem. A truly timeless British piece.

'NO.9' SWEATSHIRT
Available in chalk, dark green, dark blue
Style Code: LHW03

Ladies full zip sweatshirt jacket with stand collar and stud fastening, ribbed cuffs and embroidered roundel logo on chest. Iconic striped livery and racing numbers in the form of appliqué from the ‘Type 72’ – a truly great racing car. Wear with a Lotus T-shirt or polo shirt to complete the winning look.
HERITAGE

LADIES

V-NECK UNION JACK T-SHIRT
Available in blanc, grey melange
Style Code: LHW55

A classic V-neck T-shirt with ‘LOTUS’ Union Jack print on front, complimented by Lotus roundel patch. Pretty roll up sleeve detail and shaped hemline. Material 100% cotton.

CAVIAR EFFECT POLO SHIRT
Available in blanc, chili
Style Code: LHW56

A stylish fitted short sleeve polo shirt with a wide V-neck line and delicate collar. This top sports a striking ‘LOTUS’ logo on reverse defined by tone on tone ‘caviar’ beads. Embroidered Lotus 1948 logo at the front above the delicate shaped hemline. Material 90% cotton and 10% Elastane.
**Satin Hood Sweatshirt**
Available in grey melange
Style Code: LHW50
Ladies’ fitted full zip sweatshirt with satin feel lined hood. Side pockets and cuffs in ribbed contrast trim, this sweatshirt is femininely cut in a classic style for a great fit and look.

**‘No.70’ Polo Shirt**
Available in dark blue, chalk, dark green
Style Code: LHW04
Distinctive retro styling inspired by the golden age of Lotus racing is represented on this five button ladies’ cotton piqué polo shirt. The contrast colour placket, embroidered Indianapolis car motif and 1970 date on the front recall the glorious years of our heritage, combining to create an easy to wear style for the true Lotus enthusiast.

**‘Type 72’ Polo Shirt**
Available in grey melange, red
Style Code: LHW05
Short sleeve cotton piqué polo shirt with open placket neckline, celebrating the iconic ‘Type 72’ car. Stylish features include the classic double retro racing stripe detail on the opposite collar and an embroidered Lotus roundel on the chest in contrast colour.

**Deep V-Neck T-Shirt**
Available in chalk, grey melange, dark blue
Style Code: LHW52
Deep V-neck T-shirt in 100% fine cotton. Contrast overstitching accentuates the feminine cut of this light weight summer T-shirt, that also has a subtle embroidered Lotus roundel on the chest.

**Heritage ‘72’ T-Shirt**
Available in grey melange, chalk
Style Code: LHW07
A flattering cut T-shirt in soft stretch cotton, with short sleeves and deep V-neck. The number ‘72’ on the front recalls the iconic ‘Type 72’ car. stylist in a glam chic feminine way, the silver foil print with a vintage ‘used’ effect makes a statement for Lotus ladies.
CHILDREN'S 'GRAND PRIX' POLO SHIRT
Available in red
Style Code: LHB10
Child's 'Grand Prix' long sleeve polo shirt in a 'Rugby' style with embroidered crest on the chest, lots of additional features such as LOTUS '49 on the back. Continuing with a union jack on the sleeve and insert contrast panels at the sides and collar in oxford blue cotton. A must have for the young Lotus enthusiast.

CHILDREN'S RETRO POLO SHIRT
Available in white, dark blue
Style Code: LHB07
Child's retro striped cuff sleeve polo shirt in 100% soft cotton. This polo shirt is 'Just like Dads' and reflects the Gentleman Driver look perfectly, with detail influenced by Colin Chapman's classic style. Contrast striped collar and arm cuffs and discreet Lotus roundel finish this iconic 1960's style polo shirt.

CHILDREN'S 'V' POLO SHIRT
Available in sky blue, dark green
Style Code: LHB09
Child's stylish polo shirt in 100% soft cotton, featuring a deep contrast 'V' shape in dark blue and white. The 'Type 49' appliqué to the right sleeve signifies our classic history in that this was the first car to have the engine as an integral part of the chassis. A polo shirt any young Lotus enthusiast will be proud to wear.
**CHILDS ‘48’ POLO SHIRT**

Available in dark green  
Style Code: LHB12

Children’s soft 100% cotton long sleeved polo shirt, ‘Rugby’ styling with white chest band and LOTUS written in bold stitched lettering. Lots of additional detailing with a fun ‘48’ crest embroidered patch on the chest and sky blue Oxford fabric under collar detail.

---

**CHILDS ‘NO.67’ POLO SHIRT**

Available in white  
Style Code: LHB11

Children’s striped, long sleeved, pique men’s polo shirt with contrast horizontal stripes. Three button placket and tape finished neckline add refined detail to this classic fit. The vintage feel continues with an embroidered Lotus crest emblem, a forever authentic Lotus Heritage styled polo shirt.
**HERITAGE CHILDREN**

**CHILD UK FLAG HORIZONTAL STRIPE POLO SHIRT**
Available in grey melange/dark green, angel/ blanc
Style Code: LHB35
Short sleeve polo with two tone horizontal stripes and contrasting lines and detail at neck and vents. An embroidered UK Flag patch on chest and 1948 design logo on sleeve. Quality piqué material in 100% cotton. A versatile addition for your child’s spring and summer wardrobe.

**CHILD HALF ZIP SWEATSHIRT**
Available in dark blue
Style Code: LHB04
Child’s college style, half zip sweatshirt with stand collar, ribbed cuffs and hem with contrast stripes. Features LOTUS wording on an embroidered badge in contrast colour across the chest, adding to the styling of this iconic vintage look sweatshirt. A polo shirt any young Lotus enthusiast will be proud to wear.

**CHILD UK FLAG HORIZONTAL PANEL T-SHIRT**
Available in true navy, grey melange
Style Code: LHB36
Short sleeve T-shirt with two tone horizontal band and contrast detail across chest and inside neck line. UK Flag and Lotus roundel embroidered patch on chest. Material 100% cotton. A stylish and easy to wear T-shirt for many occasions.
HERITAGE
CHILDREN'S

**CHILD'S 'NO.77' POLO SHIRT**
Available in white, red, dark blue
Style Code: LHB08

Distinctive retro styling inspired by the golden age of Lotus racing is recreated in this three button childrens piqué polo shirt. Contrast colour placket and '77' and 'Type 40' car outlines on opposite sides of the chest recall the glorious years of our heritage. A regular fit ensures that this polo will be adored by young Lotus enthusiasts.

**CHILD'S 'LOTUS 1948' T-SHIRT**
Available in white, dark blue, yellow
Style Code: LHB14

Child’s retro style, regular fit, short sleeve crew neck T-shirt, commemorating 1948, the year Lotus was established. The chest details are embroidered in a contrast colour, as is the classic roundel on the sleeve. This true vintage style T-shirt is available in a choice of great colours.
**CHILDREN'S BUTTON UP SWEATSHIRT**
Available in navy blue, grey melange  
Style Code: LHB32

High neck smart but casual sweatshirt with warm fleece lining and front button fastenings. Gathered fabric at neckline, waist and sleeves for extra comfort and fitting. 1948 patch design on chest and Lotus roundel flag patch on sleeve. Two stylishly useful pockets with matching button detail at front. Material 100% cotton. This item is also available in Men’s Heritage Collection.

**CHILDREN'S TROPHY CAP**
Available in white, dark green  
Style Code: LHB26

Cotton vented cap with contrast colour insert on the visor. The cap front features an embroidered No.1 winners trophy. Adjustable velcro strap at the back. The sides of the cap carry the union jack flag and an appliquéd ‘72 in recognition of one of Lotus’ 6 constructor wins. Lotus Heritage at its very best.

**CHILDREN'S LOTUS 1948 CAP**
Available in dark blue, red, white  
Style Code: LHB27

Cotton gabardine, vented cap commemorating 1948, the year Lotus was established. The front details are embroidered in contrast colour. Adjustable velcro strap at the back. Garment washing and thick stitching add a touch of retro originality and artisan workmanship. This true vintage style is available in a choice of colours.
PERFORMANCE RANGE
Performance is our ‘Sports Luxe’ range and represents the engineering, performance and soul of the brand; combining it with the future modern and luxury positioning of Lotus. The range is positioned toward the top end of the market, in terms of materials and prices.

FABRIC USE
Using high performance materials such as three layer fabric, zero seam technology and waterproof accessories. Versatile for daily use layered up for harsh weather conditions. Products are lined with technical mesh or use bonded fleece fabric.

LOTUS ROUNDEL, LOGO AND BRANDING
The Lotus roundel logo is used throughout but in a stylised way, using innovative technology such as laser or reflective print.

COLOUR PALETTE
Sporty, Technical and Upscale
PERFORMANCE
MENS

SEAMLESS T-SHIRT
Available in black, white
Style Code: LPM06
Men’s short sleeve T-shirt in technical stretch piqué and an athletic fit. Using breathable material and inspired by our engineering knowhow, we have created an extremely technical garment which is assembled 90% seamless.

SEAMLESS POLO SHIRT
Available in black, white
Style Code: LPM04
Men’s short sleeve polo shirt in technical stretch piqué. Athletic fit using breathable material and waterproof accessories, we have created an extremely technical garment which is assembled 90% seamless.
**0-ZERO SEAMS RAIN JACKET**
Available in black  
Style Code: LPM02

This men’s performance hooded rain jacket in athletic fit uses high performance materials such as three layer fabric, construction zero seam technology and waterproof accessories. Versatile through daily use to harsh weather conditions. It is unlined and, when combined with our soft shell jacket, becomes a garment that can be used throughout the year.

**0-ZERO SEAMS SOFT SHELL**
Available in black  
Style Code: LPM03

This men’s performance, soft shell, hooded jacket in athletic fit takes inspiration from our engineering expertise, using high performance materials such as bonded fleece stretch fabric, zero seam technology and waterproof accessories. It can easily be combined with our rain jacket.
PERFORMANCE

LADIES

0-ZERO SEAMS RAIN JACKET
Available in black
Style Code: LPW01
This ladies' performance hooded rain jacket in athletic fit using high performance materials such as three layer fabric, construction zero seam and waterproof accessories is unlined and, when combined with our soft shell jacket, becomes a garment that can be used throughout the year.

0-ZERO SEAMS SOFT SHELL
Available in black
Style Code: LPW02
This ladies' performance soft shell hooded jacket in athletic fit takes inspiration from our engineering expertise, using high performance materials such as bonded fleece stretch fabric, construction zero seam and waterproof accessories.

LADIES SEAMLESS POLO SHIRT
Available in black, white
Style Code: LPW03
Ladies' short sleeve polo shirt in technical stretch piqué, athletic fit. Using breathable material and waterproof accessories, we have created an extremely technical garment which is assembled 90% seamless.
HENRI LLOYD
MENS

BELMONT JACKET
Available in black
Style Code: G00039
Co-branded Lotus F1® Team and Henri Lloyd lightweight nylon jacket with water resistant storm proof coating. Developed in the classical Lotus F1® Team colour scheme (black/gold) with red details. Henri Lloyd embroidered logo on left chest and Lotus F1® Team rubber badge opposite side. Antique brass trims including Henri Lloyd branded zip pull and eyelets. Distinctive signature detail is a miniature Union Flag label in the side pocket.

HETHEL FULL ZIP
Available in black, white
Style Code: G33014
Co-branded Lotus F1® Team and Henri Lloyd full zip sweatshirt in cotton polyester fabric. Available in two colours: black and white, both with red accent on neck tape. Front kangaroo pocket with multi-stitch and piping contrast details and elbow reinforcements with contrast stitch detail. Henri Lloyd laurels embroidered at left chest and the Lotus F1® Team badge at right chest. Distinctive signature detail is a miniature Union Flag label in the side seam.
HENRI LLOYD
MENS

RACING LS TEE
Available in white, black
Style Code: G31074
Co-branded Lotus F1® Team and Henri Lloyd long sleeve T-shirt in stretch jersey. Henri Lloyd laurels at chest and branded Lotus F1® Team badge at right sleeve. Available in two colours: black and white, both with red accent on neck tape. Contrast colour for shoulder piping, cuff and hem stitching. Distinctive signature detail is a miniature Union Flag label in the side seam.

ENSTONE POLO
Available in black, charcoal
Style Code: G32049
Co-branded Lotus F1® Team and Henri Lloyd short sleeve two button placket polo shirt in 2 different shades of grey melange oxford pique with contrast colour tipping at the cuff, collar, and side vents. Henri Lloyd laurels at left chest and the Lotus F1® Team badge at right sleeve. Red accent on neck tape. Distinctive signature detail is a miniature Union Flag label in the side seam.

PADDOCK POLO
Available in white, black
Style Code: G32046
Co-branded Lotus F1® Team and Henri Lloyd short sleeve polo shirt with front zip in pique stretch. Available in 2 colours, black and chalk with contrast colour piping at the shoulder seam and side vents. Red accent on neck tape Henri Lloyd laurels at left chest and the Lotus F1® Team badge opposite side. Distinctive signature detail is a miniature Union Flag label in the side seam.
The Lotus F1® Team Replica Collection targets the Lotus motorsport fan. The racing line with apparel, clothing accessories and hard goods is breathing Formula 1 and is targeting the teams fans from all ages.

**Fabric Use**
- Sweat and woven items are cotton, polyester and nylon.
- Jersey, fleece and piqué.
- Hardware goods, consist of plastic, nylon, metal plated substrates.

**Colour Palette**
Black and Gold. Red for detail only.

**Lotus Roundel, Logo and Branding**
The Official Lotus F1® Team logo is used extensively along with the 2013 sponsors as patches, appliqué or applied directly onto material.
2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM UNISEX REPLICA COLLECTION

2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM UNISEX REPLICA RACE SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF222

2014 Race Season unisex replica team short sleeve race shirt, in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours. Personalised buttons for front placket and collar and a useful chest pocket. Embroidered team logos and sponsors patches on the front, back and sleeves. Vented side openings at the hem in contrast red flashes. Material 65% polyester and 35% cotton.

2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM UNISEX GILET
Available in black
Style Code: LF221

2014 Lotus F1 Team unisex replica gilet, quilted and padded for lightness and warmth, with outer shell in high quality ripstop 100% polyester. Personalized rubber zip puller for front and pocket fastenings, stand collar with gold trim. Iconic black, gold and red accent colors, team logos and embroidered sponsors patches on the front and back. Perfect to wear on cooler race days over a fleece or sweatshirt.

2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM UNISEX REPLICA RAIN JACKET
Available in black
Style Code: LF220

2014 Race Season unisex replica light weight rain jacket in warm but breathable in 100% Polyester. Personalised rubber zip pull at the front and on pocket fastenings. Stand collar with contrast gold trim edging and concealed pocket for hood. Curved drawstring bottom and elasticated sleeves for added protection against rain and wind. Features our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, screen-printed team logos and sponsors patches on the front, back and sleeves.
2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM MENS REPLICA FLEECE
Available in black
Style Code: LF223

2014 Race Season replica soft jacket with warm light weight fleece inner. Personalised rubber zip pull at the front and on pocket fastenings, stand collar with contrast gold trim edging. Features our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, embroidered team logos and sponsors patches on the front, back and sleeves.

2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM MENS REPLICA POLO SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF225

2014 Race Season replica team polo shirt in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours. Contrast gold coloured detail features across the shoulder and down the sides with added piped side seam detail. Embroidered ‘Lotus F1 Team’ logo above back hemline with bold ‘LOTUS’ embroidery in gold on the reverse. Team logos and sponsors patches embroidered on the front, back and sleeves. Material 100% cotton.

2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM MENS REPLICA TECH TOP
Available in black
Style Code: LF224

2014 Race Season replica team tech polo shirt in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, with personalized rubber zip puller at neck. Contrast gold coloured detail features across the shoulder and down the sides with added piped side seam detail. ‘Lotus F1 Team’ printed logo above back hemline with bold ‘LOTUS’ letters printed in gold on the reverse. Team logos and sponsors patches screen printed on the front, back and sleeves. Material 100% polyester.

2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM MENS REPLICA T-SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF226

2014 Race Season replica team T-shirt, short sleeve, crew neck, regular fit and in high quality 100% cotton. Features also include our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, with screen printed team logos and sponsors on the front, back and sleeves. This is the ultimate T-shirt for any Lotus F1 Team fan.
2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM MENS REPLICA COLLECTION

2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM MENS REPLICA RG POLO
Available in black
Style Code: LF233
2014 Race Season replica Romain Grosjean polo shirt regular fit in high quality 100% cotton. 'Romain' name embroidered in gold above the hem in the back and driver logo "RGmain" embroidered in the left side front of the polo shirt. 'Lotus F1 Team' embroidered above back hemline. Supplied in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, with embroidered team logos and sponsors on the front, back and sleeves. This is the ultimate T-shirt for any Romain Grosjean and Lotus F1 Team fan.

2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM MENS REPLICA RG T-SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF234
2014 Race Season replica Romain Grosjean T-shirt, short sleeve, crew neck, regular fit in high quality 100% cotton. 'Romain' name in gold screen print above back hemline and "RGmain" logo screen printed on the front left side of the t-shirt. Supplied in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, with screen printed team logos and sponsors on the front, back and sleeves. This is the ultimate T-shirt for any Romain Grosjean and Lotus F1 Team fan.

2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM MENS RG REPLICA LIFESTYLE T-SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF239
2014 Race Season replica Romain Grosjean Lifestyle T-shirt, short sleeve, crew neck, regular fit in high quality 100% cotton. Features screen printed ‘Romain Grosjean’ logo on front, ‘Romain Grosjean’ logo on back with driver signature on one sleeve. Supplied in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours. This is the ultimate T-shirt for any Romain Grosjean and Lotus F1 Team fan.
2014 LOtuS F1® TEAM MENS REPLICA COLLECTION

2014 LOtuS F1® TEAM MENS REPLICA POLO
Available in black
Style Code: LF231
2014 Race Season replica Pastor Maldonado polo shirt regular fit in high quality 100% cotton. ‘Pastor’ name embroidered in gold above the back hem and driver logo embroidered on the front left side of the polo shirt. ‘Lotus F1 Team’ embroidery above back hemline. Supplied in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, with embroidered team logos and sponsors on the front, back and sleeves. This is the ultimate T-shirt for any Pastor Maldonado and Lotus F1 Team fan.

2014 LOtuS F1® TEAM MENS REPLICA PM T-SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF232
2014 Race Season replica Pastor Maldonado T-shirt, short sleeve, crew neck, regular fit in high quality 100% cotton. ‘Pastor’ name in gold screen print above back hemline and driver logo screen printed on the front left side of the t-shirt. Supplied in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, with screen printed team logos and sponsors on the front, back and sleeves. This is the ultimate T-shirt for any Pastor Maldonado and Lotus F1 Team fan.

2014 LOtuS F1® TEAM MENS REPLICA LIFESTYLE T-SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF238
2014 Race Season replica Pastor Maldonado Lifestyle T-shirt, short sleeve, crew neck, regular fit in high quality 100% cotton. Features screen printed Pastor logo on front, Pastor logo on back with driver signature on one sleeve. Supplied in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours. This is the ultimate T-shirt for any Pastor Maldonado and Lotus F1 Team fan.
2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM
MENS REPLICA COLLECTION

LOTUS F1® TEAM REPLICA CAP
Available in black
Style Code: LF245
2014 Race Season replica team cap in 100% cotton twill with adjustable back clasp for the perfect fit. Classic styling in contrast black coloured panels with distinctive red and gold stripes down the centre. This is the only cap to be seen in this season!

LOTUS F1® TEAM REPLICA PASTOR CAP
Available in black
Style Code: LF246
No.13 Pastor Maldonado drivers cap in 100% cotton twill with feature embroidered signature on the visor. Lotus F1® Team logo and additional embroidered sponsors badges/logos placed on contrast black coloured panels with distinctive red and gold stripes down the centre. Show your support for our drivers with this distinctive classic cap.

LOTUS F1® TEAM REPLICA ROMAIN CAP
Available in black
Style Code: LF247
No.8 Romain Grosjean drivers cap in 100% cotton twill with feature embroidered signature on the visor. Lotus F1® Team logo and additional embroidered sponsors badges/logos placed on contrast black coloured panels with distinctive red and gold stripes along down the centre. Show your support for our drivers with this distinctive classic cap.

LOTUS F1® TEAM BEANIE HAT
Available in black
Style Code: LF244
2014 Race Season Beanie hat in knitted 100% acrylic, warm and practical, can be worn folded back for added style. Features Lotus F1® Team embroidered logo on front. A cosy addition for outdoors or the paddock.
**LOTUS F1® TEAM RG REPLICA HELMET 1:2**
Style Code: LF250
Half scale model of Romain Grosjean’s striking Lotus F1® Team Helmet. Finely detailed, this is an accurate scale representation of the 2014 season helmet. The ultimate collectable for any Lotus F1® Team fan in this fantastic season for Lotus’ continuing success in motorsport.

**LOTUS F1® TEAM PM REPLICA HELMET 1:2**
Style Code: LF249
Half scale model of Pastor Maldonado’s striking Lotus F1® Team Helmet. Finely detailed, this is an accurate scale representation of the 2014 season helmet. The ultimate collectable for any Lotus F1® Team fan in this fantastic season for Lotus’ continuing success in motorsport.
2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM WOMENS REPLICA COLLECTION

2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM WOMENS REPLICA POLO SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF229
Replica team women’s polo shirt with short sleeves, in 100% pique cotton. Femininely styled, additional features include contrast gold coloured panels on the shoulders. Features also include our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, team logos and embroidered sponsors patches on the front, back and sleeves.

2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM WOMENS REPLICA TECH TOP
Available in black
Style Code: LF228
2014 Race Season replica team tech polo shirt in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, with personalized rubber zip pull at neck. Contrast gold coloured detail features across the shoulder and down the sides with added piped side seam detail. Printed ‘Lotus F1 Team’ logo above back hemline with bold ‘LOTUS’ letters printed in gold on the reverse. Team logos and sponsors patches screen printed on the front, back and sleeves. Material 100% polyester.

2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM WOMENS REPLICA FLEECE
Available in black
Style Code: LF227
2014 Race Season replica soft jacket with warm light weight fleece inner. Personalised rubber zip pull at the front and on pocket fastenings, stand collar with contrast gold trim edging. Features our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, embroidered team logos and sponsors patches on the front, back and sleeves.

2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM WOMENS REPLICA T-SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF230
2014 Race Season replica team, fitted, short sleeve T-shirt in high quality 100% cotton. Stylish gold piping trims the V-neckline and the side panels are trimmed with red piping. Features also include our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, with screen printed team logos and sponsors on the front, back and sleeves. This is the ultimate, styling and flattering T-shirt for any Lotus F1 Team fan.
2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM WOMENS REPLICA COLLECTION

2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM WOMENS RG LIFESTYLE REPLICA T-SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF241
2014 Race Season replica Romain fitted, short sleeve T-shirt. Features gold screen printed Driver’s logo on front and back and driver signature on one sleeve. Stylish gold piping trims the V-neckline and the side panels are trimmed with red piping. Supplied in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours. This is the ultimate, styling and flattering T-shirt for any Lotus F1 Team fan. Material 95% cotton and 5% spandex.

2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM WOMENS PM LIFESTYLE REPLICA T-SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF240
2014 Race Season replica Pastor fitted, short sleeve T-shirt. Features gold screen printed Driver’s logo on front and back and driver signature on one sleeve. Stylish gold piping trims the V-neckline and the side panels are trimmed with red piping. Supplied in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours. This is the ultimate, styling and flattering T-shirt for any Lotus F1 Team fan. Material 95% cotton and 5% spandex.
2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM CHILDRENS REPLICA COLLECTION

2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM KIDS REPLICA TEAM POLO
Available in black
Style Code: LF235
2014 Race Season replica kids polo shirt in high quality 100% cotton. Supplied in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, with embroidered team logos and sponsors on the front, back and sleeves. 'Lotus F1 Team' embroidered above back hemline. This is the ultimate T-shirt for any junior Lotus F1 Team fan.

2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM KIDS REPLICA TEAM T-SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF236
2014 Race Season replica kids T-shirt in high quality 100% cotton. Supplied in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, with screen printed team logos and sponsors on the front, back and sleeves. 'Lotus F1 Team' gold print above back hemline. This is the ultimate T-shirt for any junior Lotus F1 Team fan.

2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM KIDS RACE SUIT
Available in black
Style Code: LF237
2014 Race Season child’s Lotus F1 Team romper suit in our iconic black gold and red accent colours with embroidered team logos and sponsors on the front, back and sleeves. Full length front zip with velcro fastening at neck and elasticated waist. Two handy but discreet pockets on each leg. A really eye catching and fun piece for any youngster outdoors or in the race paddock.

2014 LOTUS F1® TEAM KIDS REPLICA CAP
Available in black
Style Code: LF248
2014 Race Season replica kids team cap in 100% cotton twill with adjustable back clasp for the perfect fit. Classic styling in contrast black coloured panels with distinctive red and gold stripes down the centre. This is the only cap to be seen in this season!
LOTUS F1® TEAM UNISEX REPLICA RAIN JACKET
Available in black
Style Code: LF165
Unisex replica light weight rain jacket in warm but breathable 100% Polyester. Personalised rubber zip pull at the front and on pocket fastenings. Stand collar with contrast gold trim edging and concealed pocket for hood. Curved drawstring bottom and elasticated sleeves for added protection against rain and wind. Features our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, screen printed team logos and sponsors patches on the front, back and sleeves.

LOTUS F1® TEAM UNISEX REPLICA GILET
Available in black
Style Code: LF166
Unisex replica team gilet, quilted and down filled for lightness and warmth, with outer shell in high quality ripstop 100% peach polyester. Personalised rubber zip pull front and pocket fastenings, stand collar with gold trim. Iconic black, gold and red accent colours, team logos and embroidered sponsors patches on the front and back. Perfect to wear on cooler race days over a fleece or sweatshirt.

LOTUS F1® TEAM UNISEX REPLICA RACE SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF168
Unisex replica team short sleeve race shirt, in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours. Personalised buttons for front placket and collar and a useful chest pocket. Embroidered team logos and embroidered sponsors patches on the front, back and sleeves. Vented side openings at the hem in contrast red flashes. Material 65% polyester and 35% cotton.
2013 LOTUS F1® TEAM MENS REPLICA COLLECTION

LOTUS F1® TEAM MENS REPLICA POLO SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF170
Unisex replica team short sleeve polo shirt, in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours. Contrast gold coloured detail features across the shoulder and down the sides with added piped seam detail. Embroidered sponsor logos on chest and sleeves and bold ‘LOTUS’ letters in gold on the reverse. Material 100% cotton.

LOTUS F1® TEAM MENS REPLICA T-SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF171
Replica team T-shirt, short sleeve, crew neck, regular fit and in high quality 100% cotton. Features also include our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, with screen printed team logos and sponsors on the front, back and sleeves. This is the ultimate T-shirt for any Lotus F1® Team fan.

LOTUS F1® TEAM MENS REPLICA ZIP POLO SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF169
2013 Race Season replica team polo shirt in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, with personalised rubber zip pull at neck. Contrast gold coloured detail features across the shoulder and down the sides with added piped side seam detail. Embroidered ‘Lotus F1® Team’ badge above back hemline with bold ‘LOTUS’ letters printed in gold on the reverse. Team logos and sponsors patches screen printed on the front, back and sleeves. Material 100% polyester.

LOTUS F1® TEAM MENS REPLICA FLEECE
Available in black
Style Code: LF167
2013 Race Season replica soft jacket with warm light weight fleece inner. Personalised rubber zip pull at the front and on pocket fastenings, stand collar with contrast gold trim edging. Features our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, embroidered team logos and sponsors patches on the front, back and sleeves.
1. LOTUS F1® TEAM REPLICA KIMI POLO SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF181
Unisex replica team Kimi fan wear polo shirt in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours. Features ‘The Iceman Kimi Raikkonen’ embroidered logo on chest and on back. Contrast gold coloured detail features across the shoulder and down the sides with added piped side seam detail. ‘Kimi’ name in gold screen-print along the front hemline, with embroidered team logos and sponsors patches on the front, back and sleeves. Material 100% Cotton.

2. LOTUS F1® TEAM REPLICA KIMI T-SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF182
2013 Race Season replica Kimi Raikkonen T-shirt, short sleeve, crew neck, regular fit in high quality 100% cotton. Features ‘Iceman Kimi Raikkonen’ screen print logo on chest and back. ‘Kimi’ name in gold screen print above front hemline. Supplied in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, with screen printed team logos and sponsors on the front, back and sleeves. This is the ultimate T-shirt for any Kimi Raikkonen and Lotus F1® Team fan.

3. LOTUS F1® TEAM REPLICA KIMI LIFESTYLE POLO SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF189
Replica Kimi Raikkonen Lifestyle polo shirt, short sleeve, regular fit in high quality 100% cotton. Features embroidered ‘The Iceman Kimi Raikkonen’ logo on chest and screen print race car above front hemline. The Iceman Kimi Raikkonen logo and race car on back with embroidered driver signature and race number 7 on each sleeve. Supplied in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours. ‘Lotus F1® Team’ badge above back hemline.

4. LOTUS F1® TEAM REPLICA KIMI LIFESTYLE T-SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF190
Replica Kimi Raikkonen Lifestyle T-shirt, short sleeve, crew neck, regular fit in high quality 100% cotton. Features screen printed Iceman logo and race car on front. Kimi Raikkonen logo on back with driver signature and race number 7 on each sleeve. Supplied in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours.
1. LOTUS F1® TEAM REPLICA ROMAIN POLO SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF185
2013 Race Season replica Romain Grosjean polo shirt regular fit in high quality 100% cotton. Features ‘Romain Grosjean.com’ embroidered logo on chest and back. ‘Romain’ name in gold screen print above front hemline and ‘Lotus F1® Team’ patch above back hemline. Supplied in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, with embroidered team logos and sponsors on the front, back and sleeves.

2. LOTUS F1® TEAM REPLICA ROMAIN T-SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF186
2013 Race Season replica Romain Grosjean T-shirt, short sleeve, crew neck, regular fit in high quality 100% cotton. Features ‘Romain Grosjean.com’ screen print logo on chest and back. ‘Romain’ name in gold screen print above front hemline. Supplied in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, with screen printed team logos and sponsors on the front, back and sleeves.

3. LOTUS F1® TEAM REPLICA ROMAIN LIFESTYLE POLO SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF191
2013 Race Season replica Romain Grosjean Lifestyle polo shirt, short sleeve, regular fit in high quality 100% cotton. Features embroidered ‘Romain Grosjean.com’ logo on chest and screen print race car above front hemline. ‘Romain Grosjean.com’ logo and race car on back with embroidered driver signature and race number 8 on each sleeve. Supplied in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours. ‘Lotus F1® Team’ badge above back hemline

4. LOTUS F1® TEAM REPLICA ROMAIN LIFESTYLE T-SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF192
2013 Race Season replica Romain Grosjean Lifestyle T-shirt, short sleeve, crew neck, regular fit in high quality 100% cotton. Features screen printed ‘Romain Grosjean.com’ logo and race car on front. ‘Romain Grosjean.com’ logo on back with driver signature and race number 8 on each sleeve. Supplied in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours.
LOTUS F1® TEAM KIMI CAP
Available in black/gold
Style Code: LF180
No. 7 Kimi Raikkonen drivers cap in 100% cotton twill with feature embroidered signature on the visor. Lotus F1® Team logo and additional embroidered sponsors badges/logos placed on contrast black and gold coloured panels. Also features ‘The Iceman Raikkonen’ Driver’s logo and Finnish flag on back. Show your support for our drivers with this distinctive classic cap.

LOTUS F1® TEAM CAP
Available in black/gold
Style Code: LF177
2013 Race Season replica team cap in 100% cotton twill with adjustable back clasp for the perfect fit. Classic styling in contrast black and gold coloured panels with highlight red piping around the front centre panel, visor and base. Includes embroidered Lotus F1® Team driver numbers 7 & 8 on the reverse.

LOTUS F1® TEAM ROMAIN CAP
Available in black/gold
Style Code: LF184
No. 8 Romain Grosjean drivers cap in 100% cotton twill with feature embroidered signature on the visor. Lotus F1® Team logo and additional embroidered sponsors badges/logos placed on contrast black and gold coloured panels. Also features ‘Romain Grosjean’ Driver’s logo and French flag on back. Show your support for our drivers with this distinctive classic cap.

LOTUS F1® TEAM BEANIE HAT
Available in black
Style Code: LF179
2013 Race Season Beanie hat in knitted 100% acrylic, warm and practical, can be worn folded back for added style. Features Lotus F1® Team embroidered logo on front and Japan Rags logo on the back. A cosy addition for outdoors or the paddock.
2013 LOTUS F1® TEAM
LADIES REPLICA COLLECTION

LOTUS F1® TEAM LADIES REPLICA FLEECE
Available in black
Style Code: LF172
Femininely styled replica soft jacket with warm light weight fleece inner. Personalised rubber zip pull at the front and on pocket fastenings, stand collar with contrast gold trim edging. Features our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, embroidered team logos and sponsors patches on the front, back and sleeves.

LOTUS F1® TEAM LADIES REPLICA ZIP POLO SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF173
Replica team polo shirt in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, with personalised rubber zip pull at neck. Contrast gold coloured detail features across the shoulder and down the sides with added piped side seam detail. Embroidered ‘Lotus F1® Team’ badge above back hemline with bold ‘LOTUS’ letters printed in gold on the reverse. Team logos and sponsors patches screen printed on the front, back and sleeves. Material 100% polyester.

LOTUS F1® TEAM LADIES REPLICA POLO SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF174
Replica ladies fitted polo shirt in high quality 100% cotton. Supplied in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, with embroidered team logos and sponsors on the front, back and sleeves. ‘Lotus F1® Team’ patch above back hemline. This is the ultimate polo shirt for any Lotus F1® Team fan.

LOTUS F1® TEAM LADIES REPLICA T-SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF175
2013 Race Season replica team, fitted, short sleeve T-shirt in high quality 100% cotton. Stylish gold piping trims the V-neckline and the side panels are trimmed with red piping. Features also include our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, with screen printed team logos and sponsors on the front, back and sleeves.
LOTUS F1® TEAM LADIES REPLICA KIMI T-SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF183
2013 Race Season Ladies replica Kimi Raikkonen T-shirt, short sleeve, V-neck, regular fit in high quality 100% cotton. Features 'The Iceman Kimi Raikkonen' screen print logo on breast and back, 'Kimi' name in gold screen print above front hemline. Supplied in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, with screen printed team logos and sponsors on the front, back and sleeves.

LOTUS F1® TEAM LADIES REPLICA KIMI LIFESTYLE T-SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF194
New design for 2013, fitted replica Kimi short sleeve T-shirt. Features gold screen printed 'The Iceman Kimi Raikkonen' on front and back and driver signature and race number 7 on each sleeve. Stylish gold piping trims the V-neckline and the side panels are trimmed with red piping. Supplied in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours. This is the ultimate, styling and flattering T-shirt for any Lotus F1® Team fan. Material 95% cotton and 5% spandex.

LOTUS F1® TEAM LADIES REPLICA ROMAIN LIFESTYLE T-SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF195
Femininely styled replica Romain Grosjean Lifestyle T-shirt, short sleeve, crew neck, regular fit in high quality 100% cotton. Features screen printed 'Romain Grosjean.com' logo and race car on front, 'Romain Grosjean.com' logo on back with driver signature and race number 8 on each sleeve. Supplied in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours.
LOTUS F1® TEAM CHILD’S REPLICA CAP
Available in black/gold
Style Code: LF178
Replica child’s team cap in 100% cotton twill with adjustable back clasp for the perfect fit. Classic styling in contrast black and gold coloured panels, highlight red piping on the visor and Lotus F1® Team logo. Features include team drivers 7 and 8 numbers on reverse - this is the only cap to be seen in this season!

LOTUS F1® TEAM CHILD’S REPLICA POLO SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF188
2013 Race Season replica child’s polo shirt in high quality 100% cotton. Supplied in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, with embroidered team logos and sponsors on the front, back and sleeves. ‘Lotus F1® Team’ patch above back hemline. This is the ultimate T-shirt for any junior Lotus F1® Team fan.

LOTUS F1® TEAM CHILD’S REPLICA T-SHIRT
Available in black
Style Code: LF176
2013 Race Season child’s replica T-shirt in high quality 100% cotton. Supplied in our iconic black, gold and red accent colours, with screen printed team logos and sponsors on the front, back and sleeves. ‘Lotus F1® Team’ patch above back hemline. This is the ultimate T-shirt for any junior Lotus F1® Team fan.

LOTUS F1® TEAM CHILD’S REPLICA ROMPER SUIT
Available in black
Style Code: LF193
New to the collection for 2013. Child’s Lotus F1® Team romper suit in our iconic black gold and red accent colours with embroidered team and sponsors logos on the front, back and sleeves. Full length front zip with velcro fastening at neck and elasticated waist. Two handy but discreet pockets on each leg. A really eye catching and fun piece for any youngster outdoors or in the race paddock.
LOTUS F1® TEAM 2013 KIMI REPLICA HELMET 1:2
Style Code: LF199
Half scale model of Kimi Raikkonen’s striking Lotus F1® Team helmet. Finely detailed, this is an accurate scale representation of the 2013 season helmet. The ultimate collectible for any Lotus F1® Team fan in this fantastic season for Lotus’ continuing success in motorsport.

LOTUS F1® TEAM 2013 ROMAIN REPLICA HELMET 1:2
Style Code: LF200
Half scale model of Romain Grosjean’s striking Lotus F1® Team helmet. Finely detailed, this is an accurate scale representation of the 2013 season helmet. The ultimate collectible for any Lotus F1® Team fan in this fantastic season for Lotus’ continuing success in motorsport.
2013 LOTUS F1® TEAM ACCESSORIES

LOTUS F1® TEAM GOLD RACE CAR KEY RING
Style Code: LF139
Lotus F1® Team Key ring featuring the stylish racing car design, finished in a stunning gold colour. Linked to a split ring for easy access and with our iconic Lotus F1® Team rectangular logo ensure this a stunning and useful gift.

LOTUS F1® TEAM GOLD RACE CAR USB STICK
Style Code: LF141
Gold coloured USB (4gb) cleverly contained in a Lotus F1® Team race car. Show your support for your team in the office, out and about or at home with this stylish accessory to your PC or laptop.

2013 LOTUS F1® KEY RING
Available in black
Style Code: LF205
This stainless steel split keyring features Lotus F1® Team logo in the iconic team colours. A perfect gift for the Lotus F1® Team fan.
LOTUS F1® TEAM GOLF UMBRELLA
Available in black
Style Code: LF129
Lotus F1® Team Golfing umbrella, automatic opening with metal frame, screen printed logos on storm proof polyester—support your team and stay dry.

LOTUS F1® TEAM MINI UMBRELLA
Available in black
Style Code: LF130
Lotus F1® Team Mini umbrella, with carrying cover and metal frame, screen printed logos on storm proof polyester—support your team and stay dry.

LOTUS F1® TEAM LANYARD
Available in black
Style Code: LF198
The official Lotus F1® Team lanyard, featuring a repeat pattern Lotus logo, clip end to hold passes and a release buckle—the must have item for any true F1 enthusiast.

LOTUS F1® TEAM DRINKS BOTTLE
Available in black
Style Code: LF143
Ensure you stay hydrated on race days with this sleek black gloss finished drinks bottle, with a moulded cap and red/black drinking valve it is instantly recognisable as Lotus F1® Team.

LOTUS F1® TEAM MUG
Available in black
Style Code: LF142
Frosted finished black official Lotus F1® Team mug with the classic gold coloured logo featuring the race car on front and reverse. A must have for every F1 enthusiast.
2013 LOTUS F1® TEAM ACCESSORIES

LOTUS F1® TEAM KEY RING
Available in black
Style Code: LF140
Key ring with split ring for easy access and rectangular double sided acrylic dome, housing the team official logo and iconic F1 car.

LOTUS F1® TEAM PEN
Available in black
Style Code: LF137
Lotus F1® Team ball point pen featuring the team logo and web site as a useful reminder where to find all the latest news for the seasons races, drivers, events and promotions.

LOTUS F1® TEAM LAPEL PIN
Available in black
Style Code: LLP02
2013 Lotus F1® Team roundel lapel pin in black and gold enamel, with a silver-coloured finish and easy-grip wings. It is supplied in a black soft touch draw string bag with the Lotus F1® Team logo on the front. Show your support to the Lotus F1® Team with this attractive pin.

LOTUS F1® TEAM EAR PLUGS
Available in yellow
Style Code: LF146
Official Lotus F1® Team stylishly boxed 3M foam earplugs, perfect for noise reduction when you are at the centre of the action

LOTUS F1® TEAM 2012 ROMAIN REPLICA HELMET 1:2
Style Code: LF151
Half scale model of Romain Grosjean’s striking Lotus F1™ Team helmet. Finely detailed, this is an accurate scale representation of the 2012 season helmet. The ultimate collectible for any Lotus F1™ Team fan in this fantastic season for Lotus’ return to the pinnacle of motor sport.
Lotus Originals has an ever growing collection of luxury lifestyle accessories. Using the finest materials and craftsmanship, with attention to detail that is second to none.

**FABRIC USE**

- Luxury games feature sleek highly polished carbon fibre and burl wood in Lotus green.
- Leather luggage is of the highest quality Italian calfskin, the bags are bonded and lined and have been made to fit perfectly into the boot of the Evora.
- Canvas bags are two colour woven with leather reinforcements which ensures durability.
- The smaller boxed games such as cards and dominos are fine Italian black tooled leather featuring the Lotus signature logo on a burl wood, hand finished case in Lotus green.
- Driving gloves are hand stitched using the softest leather and designed to accompany the ultimate driver.

**LOTUS ROUNDEL, LOGO AND BRANDING**

The Lotus roundel logo is not overtly used but is defined as the marque of quality, quietly reassuring the consumer of the uniqueness of each piece. Debossed into leather or as a highly polished inset in steel.
ACCESSORIES

TIES

1. LOTUS SILK TIE
Available in dark blue
Style Code: LTIE01
Classic silk tie with diagonal fine contrast colour weave and subtle Lotus roundel logo.

2. MONOGRAM SILK TIE
Available in dark green, dark blue, dark green/yellow, black/gold
Style Code: LTIE02
Classic 100% silk tie in fine jacquard weave, subtly monogrammed with Colin Chapman’s iconic initials. The reverse of the tie has a loop for securing the back of the tie and the Lotus logo and name are assuredly present for the wearer. This tie makes a great gift for the Lotus enthusiast.

3. CONTRAST SPOT TIE
Available in dark green, sky blue, dark blue, yellow, pink
Style Code: LTIE03
Classic 100% silk tie in fine jacquard weave, with subtle contrast spots. This tie compliments various colour combinations in shirts, jackets and knitwear. The reverse of the tie has a loop for securing the back of the tie and the Lotus logo and name are assuredly present for the wearer. A tie that provides an ‘on trend’ gift for the Lotus enthusiast.

4. HOUSE STRIPE TIE
Available in dark green, sky blue, dark blue, yellow, pink
Style Code: LTIE04
Classic 100% silk tie in fine lined weave, with complimentary pale grey stripes. Pastel colours for a fresh look which is equally smart with a blazer or jacket. The reverse of the tie has a loop for securing the back of the tie and the Lotus logo and name are assuredly present for the wearer. A tie that provides an classic and timeless gift for the Lotus enthusiast.
LOTUS LEATHER BELT
Available in black, dark brown
Style Code: LSB02
Men’s finest Italian leather belt with brushed steel buckle, contrast stitched detail finish. Contrast colour leather belt loop with hand stitching. The iconic Lotus roundel highlights this as the perfect accessory for trousers and jeans, to create a stylish look. Made in Italy.

LOTUS STRIPED BELT
Available in dark green, dark blue
Style Code: LFB01
Distinctive, textured nylon in a contrast combination features on this belt, which is trimmed in fine Italian hand stitched leather. Featuring double steel loop fastenings, which complete this essential, casually styled belt from Lotus. Made in Italy.

LOTUS WOVEN COTTON BELT
Available in yellow, sand
Style Code: LCB01
Men’s textured woven belt in 100% cotton with finest Italian leather, hand stitched trim and a steel trigger release buckle. The iconic Lotus roundel appears subtly on the buckle as a discreet reassurance of the style and heritage of this belt. Made in Italy.

LOTUS SUEDE BELT
Available in dark green, yellow, sand, dark brown
Style Code: LSB01
Men’s finest Italian suede leather belt with brushed steel buckle, over stitched detail and green polished edges. The iconic Lotus roundel highlights this as the perfect accessory for chinos and jeans, to create a casual but stylish look. Made in Italy.
LEATHER GOODS

LEATHER NECÉSSAIRE
Available in black
Style Code: LSL01
Elegant, handmade, Italian black leather nécessaire, with washable kid lining. Green handles and puller details give this classic item a touch of the world of Lotus. Additional inner pockets make this item highly functional and versatile for both home or travel use. The distinctive Lotus roundel is embossed on the front.
Made in Italy.
Dimensions: L 30cm, W 14cm

LEATHER BUSINESS CARD HOLDER
Available in black
Style Code: LSL07
Handmade, fine Italian black leather pouch style business card holder with stitched and green polished edges. Leather pull cleverly releases business cards as you need them. Features the distinctive Lotus roundel and an interior highlighted with classic Lotus green leather.
Dimensions: L 10.5cm, W 7.5cm

LEATHER DRIVING GLOVES
Available in dark green, brown, yellow, black
Style Code: LDG01
Men’s finest, hand stitched, Italian leather driving gloves, with expertly designed and crafted features. Include snap fastening to the back of the hand, vertical punch hole details and four circles on the knuckle area, with contrast hand stitching. Superbly soft and made in Italy, these are the ultimate driving gloves for the ultimate driver.
**LEATHER SQUARE COIN PURSE**

Available in black  
Style Code: LSL06

Handmade, fine Italian black leather, square coin purse with stitched and green polished edges. Clever ‘envelope style’ fold opening with snap fastening. Features the distinctive Lotus roundel and an interior highlighted with classic Lotus green leather.

Dimensions: L 8cm, W 8cm

**LEATHER DOUBLE CARD HOLDER**

Available in black  
Style Code: LSL08

Handmade, fine Italian black leather double business card holder with stitched and green polished edges. Two expanding compartments for accommodating all your business or credit cards. Features the distinctive Lotus roundel and an interior highlighted with classic Lotus green leather.

Dimensions: L 10.5cm, W 7.5cm

**LEATHER CREDIT CARD HOLDER**

Available in black  
Style Code: LSL05

Handmade, fine Italian black leather three fold card holder, with polished edges. Side compartment for standard bills and clever elasticised snap holder and green Lotus leather lining. Features an embossed Lotus roundel on holders front.

Dimensions: L 10cm, W 7.5cm

**LEATHER MONEY CLIP**

Available in black  
Style Code: LSL09

Handmade, fine Italian black leather magnetic money clip, with stitched and green polished edges. Features the distinctive Lotus roundel and an interior highlighted with classic Lotus green leather.

Dimensions: L 6cm, W 3.5cm
ACCESSORIES
CUFFLINKS

LOTUS GRID EDGE CUFFLINKS
Available in stainless steel
Style Code: LCL01
Stylish round, steel effect push through cufflinks with an engine turned gunmetal effect grid to the outer edges and the classic Lotus roundel details. These cufflinks are packaged in their own gift box and make an ideal gift for the Lotus enthusiast.

LOTUS GRID EDGE CUFFLINKS
Available in gunmetal
Style Code: LCL02
Stylish round, steel effect push through cufflinks with an engine turned gunmetal effect grid to the outer edges and the classic Lotus roundel details. These cufflinks are packaged in their own gift box and make an ideal gift for the Lotus enthusiast.

LOTUS CARBON FIBRE CUFFLINKS
Available in stainless steel and carbon fibre
Style Code: LCL04
Stylish round carbon fibre cufflinks with a pivot bar for easy insertion into cuffs and featuring the classic Lotus roundel and Colin Chapman’s initials picked out in steel and embedded in sleek carbon fibre. Gift box to present as the perfect gift for a Lotus enthusiast.

STERLING SILVER EVORA OBLONG CUFFLINKS
Available in sterling silver
Style Code: LCK02
Hallmarked, fine sterling silver oblong cufflinks with Evora motif on black enamel, crafted in England. Push-through studs easily pass through cuffs and ensure that these cufflinks are correctly weighted to sit perfectly in a Lotus collection formal shirt. Presented in a lacquer-finished, hinged box.

LOTUS ENAMELLED CUFFLINKS
Available in stainless steel and enamel
Style Code: LCL03
Stylish round push through style cufflinks depicting in enamel the classic Lotus green and yellow house colours, as a subtle embellishment. Gift box to present as the perfect present to a Lotus enthusiast.
BROWN LEATHER BOSTON BAG  
Style Code: LOV06  
This weekend bag made from Italian finest calf skin leather is fully bonded and lined, with a roomy internal zip pocket. The Lotus roundel embossed on a leather appliqué on the side is a final touch that makes this item a definitive part of the Lotus luxury lifestyle. This bag is specifically sized and styled to fit in Lotus cars. Made in Italy. 
Dimensions: L 52cm, H 24cm, D 26cm

BROWN LEATHER 48HR BAG  
Style Code: LOV07  
Made with Italian finest calf skin leather, this “48hr Bag” is fully lined and divided into two zipped sections. One compartment is entirely dedicated to your personal travel needs, whilst the other is office organised for the modern business traveller. A versatile luxury travelling companion. This bag is specifically sized and styled to fit in Lotus cars. Made in Italy. 
Dimensions: L 44cm, H 33cm, D 16cm

CANVAS WEEKEND BAG  
Available in green  
Style Code: LOV03  
Weekend bag made with two colour, woven canvas fabric. Fully lined with green gabardine and featuring a roomy inside zip pocket, this is the perfect size for a weekend getaway. Reinforced real green leather with yellow contrast stitching ensures durability. Embossed Lotus roundel on a leather patch on the side is the final touch. Made in Italy. 
Dimensions: L 51cm, H 36cm, D 22cm

CANVAS BOSTON BAG  
Available in green  
Style Code: LOV01  
Boston style bag, made in two colour woven canvas fabric, fully bonded and lined with green gabardine, a roomy inside zip pocket and adjustable shoulder strap. Reinforcing green leather piping ensures this piece is durable and resistant. Sized and styled to fit in Lotus cars. Made in Italy. 
Dimensions: L 62cm, H 29cm, D 26cm

LEATHER AND NYLON BRIEFCASE  
Available in black, dark brown  
Style Code: LOV18  
This stylish briefcase combines the finest Italian crafted leather with a technical waterproof nylon, polyamide construction, which provides extra durability. A stitched carrying handle and removable strap with comfort pad, which can be adjusted via the buckle. Details continue with piped leather to the outer edges and a back zipped pocket. The inside features two compartments, pen holder and accessories pouches and an additional internal zipped pocket. 
Dimensions: L 28cm, H 28cm, D 11cm
ACCESSORIES
DESK ITEMS

MEDIUM LEATHER PICTURE FRAME
Available in dark green, brown
Style Code: LPF02
Finest leather picture frame, stitched edges with a unique maleable leather covered adjustable stand to attain just the right angle for desk or shelf use. The perfect companion for the Lotus range of desk and lifestyle items.
Dimensions: W 22.5cm, L 27.5cm

SMALL LEATHER PICTURE FRAME
Available in dark green, brown
Style Code: LPF01
Finest leather picture frame, stitched edges with a unique maleable leather covered adjustable stand to attain just the right angle for desk or shelf use. The perfect companion for the Lotus range of desk and lifestyle items.
Dimensions: W 18cm, L 23cm.

CARBON PICTURE FRAME
Available in black
Style Code: LCF04
Carbon picture frame, sleek and highly polished, with back aperture hinges in steel. An inlayed Lotus roundel logo in steel highlights the sleekness of the frame, which perfectly complements the desk accessories in this exclusive range.
Dimensions: H 20.4cm, W 25.4cm, D 1.8cm
CARBON DESK BLOTTER
Available in black
Style Code: LCF05
Sleek, highly polished carbon fibre surrounds this inset Italian calf leather desk blotter. Backed with smooth, luxurious baize and inset with the Lotus roundel logo in steel, this blotter is stylish and sophisticated, making it the perfect centrepiece for a study or office desk.
Dimensions: L 52cm, W 42cm, D 1.4cm

CARBON BUSINESS CARD HOLDER
Available in black
Style Code: LCF01
Sleek, highly polished, carbon fibre business card holder lined in black velvet. An inlaid Lotus roundel logo in steel completes the style and sophistication of this piece, making it the perfect desk item.
Dimensions: L 15.4cm, W 22cm, D 5cm

CARBON VERTICAL PEN HOLDER
Available in black
Style Code: LCF02
Sleek, highly polished, carbon fibre, upright pen holder lined in black velvet. An inlaid Lotus roundel logo in steel highlights this stylish and luxurious desk accessory.
Dimensions: H 11cm, W 9.8cm

CARBON TRAY PEN HOLDER
Available in black
Style Code: LCF03
Sleek, highly polished, carbon fibre pen holder tray lined in black velvet. An inlaid Lotus roundel logo in steel highlights this stylish and luxurious desk accessory.
Dimensions: L 25.2cm, W 15.9cm, D 5cm
ACCESSORIES

DESK ITEMS

LOTUS PAPERWEIGHT
Style Code: LST01
This brushed finish heavy paperweight is the perfect desk or coffee table accessory. It represents in detail the famous Lotus roundel and has the classic green and yellow colours richly applied to highlight the quality and tactile feel of this ideal gift. Perfectly packaged in its own box.
Dimensions: Circumference 9cm, D 1.5cm

CIGAR HOLDER
Style Code: LCF11
Sophisticated black Italian leather cigar holder featuring the Lotus roundel logo and a burl wood hand-finished case in Lotus green. This refined box holds up to 4 cigars and combines ultimate yet simple Lotus design to maintain perfect cigars.
Dimensions: Length 17.5cm, Width 6cm, Depth 4cm

CARBON HUMIDOR
Style Code: LCF06
The perfect luxury gift from Lotus, this humidor holds approx 32 cigars and is handcrafted in carbon fibre, lined with the finest cedar wood. Engineered steel hinges open the box to reveal a hygrometer, which ensures that perfect humidity is maintained for cigars. The characteristic Lotus roundel inset in steel on the lid is complemented by a fine key line to define the status of this limited edition piece.
Dimensions: Length 30.4cm, Width 24.4cm, Depth 11.4cm
**LOTUS LONDON STICKER SHEETS**  
Style Code: LLM01  
Stylish stickers featuring the classic Lotus roundel and the year Lotus was founded. Celebrating Lotus’ rich heritage and made in Britain. The perfect gift for a Lotus enthusiast.

**LOTUS HERITAGE STICKER SHEETS**  
Style Code: LLM02  
Stylish stickers featuring the classic Lotus roundel and Colin Chapman’s initials celebrating Lotus’ rich heritage. The perfect gift for a Lotus enthusiast.
ACCESSORIES
LUXURY GAMES

BACKGAMMON SET
Available in black
Style Code: LCF07
Luxurious and stylish backgammon set featuring sleek, highly polished carbon fibre and burl wood case in Lotus green. Playing area constructed from brushed steel and contrast colour fields. Dice shakers are in Italian tooled leather with playing pieces finished in green and yellow leather. Dice have their own complementary deep yellow drawstring leather bags.
Dimensions: L 38.8cm, W 26.9cm, D 4.1cm

BOXED DOMINOS
Available in green
Style Code: LCF09
Subtle, rounded, fine Italian black tooled leather domino set, featuring the Lotus signature logo on a burl wood, hand finished case in Lotus green. The interior houses a full set of stylish dominoes, each carrying the Lotus roundel.
Dimensions: L 23.6cm, W 5.7cm, D 4.8cm

BOXED PLAYING CARDS
Available in green
Style Code: LCF10
Sophisticated black Italian leather card set, featuring the Lotus roundel logo and a burl wood hand finished case in Lotus green. The inside compartments house a double set of Lotus playing cards laminated in the highest quality, with a smooth, silky, varnished finish. If you enjoy a game with high stakes, these cards are the perfect complement.
Dimensions: L 22.7cm, W 9.7cm, D 5.1cm

CARBON FIBRE POKER SET
Available in black
Style Code: LCF12
Luxurious and stylish poker set featuring sleek, highly polished carbon fibre and burl wood edging in Lotus green. Personalised Lotus playing cars and chips along with sleek dice make this the perfect Poker set for Lotus enthusiasts.
LOTUS ‘1948’ KEY RING
Available in stainless steel
Style Code: LKR05
Sleek yet reassuringly heavy steel effect Lotus key ring depicting a disc with ‘1948’ the year Lotus was founded and with the classic roundel attached to the chain. The perfect gift, comes in a green Lotus gift box.

LOTUS TORQUE ‘5’ KEY RING
Available in stainless steel
Style Code: LKR03
Stainless steel torque style key ring with a disc depicting the classic ‘5’ on one side in black enamel and the Lotus roundel on the other and a mini F1 car in fine detail. Gift boxed to present to a Lotus enthusiast.

LOTUS EVORA KEY RING
Available in stainless steel
Style Code: LKR02
Stainless steel rectangular ‘EVORA’ wording key ring with an outline in black enamel of the sleekest Lotus model yet. Gift boxed to present to a Lotus enthusiast.

LOTUS TORQUE ENAMEL KEY RING
Available in stainless steel
Style Code: LKR04
Stainless steel torque style key ring with enamelled closure balls and a disc depicting the classic Lotus roundel. Gift boxed to present to a Lotus enthusiast.

CARBON FIBRE KEY RING
Available in stainless steel
Style Code: LKR06
Classic Lotus roundel logo key ring in stainless steel with carbon fibre effect background. It’s a perfect gift, comes in a green Lotus gift box.
ACCESSORIES
GIFT IDEAS

CARBON EFFECT PEN
Available in black
Style Code: LBP01
Lotus redefines the ball point pen in sleek black carbon fibre effect, combined with a stylish steel finish. Ergonomically designed for the optimum writing position and handsomely gift boxed, this pen is an ideal gift or purchase for the Lotus enthusiast.

LOTUS GREEN UMBRELLA
Available in green
Style Code: LUB01
The generous proportions of this great Lotus umbrella are complemented by an inner storm flap to increase stability in rough weather, along with sprung levers in durable, coated metal to ensure a quick opening function. This umbrella is perfect for track, country or town.

LOTUS LAPEL PIN
Available in yellow
Style Code: LLP01
Lotus roundel lapel pin in classic green and yellow enamel, with a silver coloured finish and easy grip wings.

LOTUS FINE CHINA MUG
Available in white
Style Code: LMG01
Made in England from the finest bone china, this keepsake mug depicts the Lotus crest in a platinum finish and high grade fired glaze. Designed for the discerning Lotus enthusiast to be used for beverages or as a collector’s item from our range.

LOTUS LAPEL PIN
Available in black
Style Code: LPIN1
Lotus roundel lapel pin in black enamel, with a silver coloured finish and easy grip wings.
500 PUZZLE LOTUS ESPRIT UNION JACK
Style Code: LTY01
A stunning 500 piece puzzle of the attractive Lotus Esprit with the patriotic Union Jack backdrop. Measuring 49 x 36 (cm) 19 1/3 x 14 1/5 (inches), it’s perfect for the avid puzzler enthusiast.

500 PUZZLE LOTUS EVORA ENDOuro
Style Code: LTY02
A stunning 500 piece puzzle of the Lotus Evora Enduro. Measuring 49 x 36 (cm) 19 1/3 x 14 1/5 (inches), it’s perfect for the avid puzzler enthusiast.

500 PUZZLE LOTUS EVORA GTS
Style Code: LTY03
A stunning 500 piece puzzle of the dramatic Lotus Evora GTS. Measuring 49 x 36 (cm) 19 1/3 x 14 1/5 (inches), it’s perfect for the avid puzzler enthusiast.

1000 PIECE PUZZLE ELISE CITY
Style Code: LTY04
A stunning 1000 piece puzzle of the Lotus Elise in the city. Measuring 69 x 50 (cm) 27 1/5 x 19 2/3 (inches), it’s perfect for the avid puzzler enthusiast.

1000 PUZZLE LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO RED
Style Code: LTY05
A stunning 1000 piece puzzle of the classic Lotus Esprit in turbo red. Measuring 69 x 50 (cm) 27 1/5 x 19 2/3 (inches), it’s perfect for the avid puzzler enthusiast.

1000 PIECE PUZZLE EXIGE S PORTUGAL
Style Code: LTY06
A stunning 1000 piece puzzle of the Lotus Exige S. Measuring 98 x 33 (cm) 38 1/2 x 13 (inches), it’s perfect for the avid puzzler enthusiast.
ACCESSORIES

GIFT IDEAS

EXIGE S 1.63 SCALE 8GB USB
Available in blue, yellow, black
Style Code: LBP01
Officially licensed 8Gb Lotus Exige S Sports Car USB
Flash Drive for use with a PC, desktop computer or laptop
running Windows 7, 98, 98SE, ME, 2000, XP, VISTA or Mac
running OS/X; plug and play. The Lotus is a die-cast resin
1:63 scale model available in three colours; Phantom
Black, Solar Yellow and Laser Blue. The pen drive holds
8GB capacity of data and features front headlights which
light up when the memory stick is transferring data. The
USB connector is cleverly concealed inside the boot of
the car - on the base is a handle which will slide out the
USB connector. It plugs directly into any USB port of your
computer or via the USB extender cable (supplied with the
memory stick) – your computer will recognise the new drive
instantly and it will be available for use without the need for
any device drivers.

EVORA BOOK
Style Code: LEB01
Fascinating stages of the evolution of the spectacular Lotus Evora sublime supercar.
From its conception, through development, prototype testing, certification, production
and on to the marketing of the car, every part of this captivating story is covered in
depth. Richly embellished with current and archive photographs.
Dimensions L31cm x W 31cm

2011 EXIGE S PEARL WHITE 1:43
Style Code: LSM01
1:43 Exige S in stunning Pearl White. Limited edition of only 50 individually
numbered available. Created in the stunning Frankfurt 2011 livery, mounted on a plinth
and housed in a perspex case. This ultimate collectable is modelled on the 345hp (350
PS) supercharged V6 engine, definitely not for the faint hearted!
**LOTUS LICENSE LEVEL 1**  
Style Code: LDA01

Level 1 is probably the most comprehensive introductory course available for on-track driving tuition. The Lotus Driving Academy is the perfect place to acquaint yourself with driving a high-performance sports car on track for the first time with no speed limits and no oncoming traffic – and what better car could there be to kick off your training than the iconic Lotus Elise?

Before getting started Level 1 helps you to understand the basic functioning of a sports car – and we take that literally because we show you how they are built step by step by taking you through our impressive manufacturing facility. We also take you on an interactive vehicle walkabout where one of our experts will give you a hands-on introduction to the different components of the iconic Lotus Elise.

Then we put theory into practice by taking you for 3 driving sessions around our Hethel Track; two on the North Track and one on the South Track. During every session one of our world-class instructors will provide you with 1:1 tuition at all times, focusing on our 3 main goals of the day: your consistency, your self-confidence and your mastering of driving technique basics.

An interactive feedback session and a personal evaluation with your instructor at the end of the day ensure that your progress is sound and your knowledge retention is maximized.

---

**SCARE YOURSELF SENSIBLE**  
Style Code: LDA02

The Lotus Driving Academy is pleased to announce the re-introduction of the high octane, and ever popular Scare Yourself Sensible Lotus experience.

Held at the Hethel headquarters, participants will not only enjoy a comprehensive tour of the Lotus production facility, including a 'behind-the-scenes' look at the hand-crafted build of the award-winning Lotus Evora, but will also discover just why the driving public become smitten once they venture behind the wheel of a pure-bred Lotus sports car.

You will take your place, with one of our professional Lotus driving tutors out on the Lotus test track, an FIA specification circuit, no less. Tread the same tarmac as Nigel Mansell and 2013 Lotus F1™ driver Romain Grosjean. Learn the characteristics of driving excellence that stem from the Lotus gene pool. We guarantee ear to ear smiles from a heady mix of dynamic attributes including powering from 0-60mph in just 6 seconds. Discover just why Lotus has a haul of accolades under its belt, for the sublime ride and handling of its products, for performance through lightweight, and for taking the chequered flag ever since the Lotus name took to the track.